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Search for contact interactions in inclusive ep 
scattering at HERA: the effective quark «radius» 

B.B. Levchenko, SINP MSU
(for the ZEUS Collaboration)

Predictions of the SM are well confirmed. 
However at Q²> 10 GeV² may exist BSM effects.:
cross sections can be affected by new kinds of interactions
(new particles, a finite quark radius ...)

→
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>100 years ago (Rutherford, 1911): α+ Au

Rutherford: Scattering charged point-like particles w/o spin.
Mott: + account relativ., recoil effects + incident particle spin (1/2)



Rutherford formula describes well α+ Au scattering. Therefore, 

b ~ RAu < 5•10ˉ¹²cm=50 fm
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Diffractive scattering

↑
From the position of 1-st minimum -> R of 
the target



Form factor

A form factor is a function describing the effect of the particle spatial extent  
on its interaction with other particles and fields.
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The dipole form
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Data are collected with ZEUS 
and H1 detectors: ~ 1 fbˉ
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During 100 years the theory evolved  significantly,
QED, QCD, EW → Standard Model (SM)   

One hundred years later, 
when we again raise the question of the size 
of the smallest object under study (quark), 
we return to the original formula.

 ←     the dipole form of FF

Rq provides the effective scale
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 Before to start: Estimations based on the uncertainty principle    

At a point from the comb. data set

Q² =50000 GeV²,  xBj=0.65
 

In space units

The virtual photon 
momentum components
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Reduced  cross sections

{QCD, DGLAP}→HERAPDF2.0

14 fit parameters

In this analysis BSM contributions 
(        ) and the QCD evolution 
are   fitted simultaneously.

 was treated as a test statistic 
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 σr  «surface» in (x,Q²)-space with > 10³ points  

Combined (H1+ZEUS) reduced NC cross sections (small fraction)

Eur. Phys. J. C 75 (2015) 580 
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Limits setting with Monte Carlo replicas

200000 fits 

Limits are derived in a classical (frequentist) 
approach using the technique of Monte Carlo replicas
of the cross-section measurements for some value of 
              (~5000 replicas for each)

 Next each Monte Carlo replica is fitted for the
             parameter simultaneously with PDFs.

 →  ↔
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 →  ↔

Varied randomly

Fit replicas

Fit to data
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 The open circles represent
 the dependence obtained 
when fixing the PDF
parameters to the ZRqPDF 
values (Rq-only).

The solid circles correspond
to the results obtained from 
the simultaneous fit of 
and PDF parameters 
(PDF+Rq).
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The effective quark radius limits
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PDG

QCD string model: Proton as a quark-diquark (q,qq)

Present analysis (ZEUS): effective quark «size»

2.9 GeV < Q < 10  GeV

Rutherford, (1911)

 RAu < 5•10ˉ¹²cm=50 fm

For comparison 
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Summary

- A new approach to the BSM analysis of the inclusive ep data is 
presented; simultaneous fits of parton distribution functions 
together with contributions of “new physics” processes were 
performed.  

- Results are presented considering a finite radius of quarks within 
the quark form-factor model.

-The resulting 95% C.L. upper limit on the effective quark radius is 
 4.3·10− cm (4.3·10− fm) .

-The term “quark radius” is only one possible interpretation of BSM 
effects parameterised as form factors.


